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Abstract— Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses have
been reported to be nearing exhaustion and the next generation
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is gradually being deployed in
the Internet. IPv6 provides a much larger address space, better
address design and greater security, among other benefits. IPv6
deployment requires thorough and careful preparation to
minimize network disruption and ensure that the benefits of IPv6
are obtained. Due to the drawbacks of IPv4,now these days IPv6
is extremely popular in organizations, companies and Internet
service providers (ISP).For preventing the change from IPv4 to
IPv6, three mechanisms will be used for a smooth transition from
IPv4 to IPv6 with less effect on the network. These mechanisms
are Tunnel, Dual-Stack and Translation. This paper discuss
about IPV4 and IPV6 and use manual transition strategies and
automatic of IPV6 and also compare their performances to show
how these transition strategies affects network behavior.

Index Terms— IPv6, IPv4, 6to4 Tunnel, Manual Tunnel,
Dual-Stack
I. INTRODUCTION
With the exhaustion of available IPv4 address space at the
IANA-to-RIR (Regional Internet Registry) level, it’s only a
matter of time before the RIRs exhaust, followed by ISP
exhaustion. Enterprise organization will not be able to obtain
IPV4 address space for new network during ISP exhaustion.
Only IPV6 address space will be offered by them. IPV6
represents objective for IP address hungry organization and
provide many features and increase in address space capacity
is unique to IPV6. Increase in address space at cost of
different address format and notation which affect network
layer routing and application that display IP address.
Organizations having IPV4 network they need to implement
IPV6 faces many difficulties in finding impacts, planning
transition and executing migration to IPV6. For attracting new
customer via internet plan of organization should be complied
documenting current environment and planned step to IPV6
deployment. While discussing IPV6 deployment, we discuss
about initial state of IPV4 only network to which IPV6 node
and Network are added and provide result in IPV6 only
network. Most organization use above scenario and utilize

both IPV4 and IPV6 for some time. So, migration word is use
for migrating from IPV4 only network and combination IPV4IPV6 network and suggest many strategies to implement that
transition.
II. MIGRATION TECHNOLOGIES OVERVIEW
There are many applications for migration to IPV6. These
technologies are discussed according to specific categories:i.
Dual stack: - It support both IPV6 and IPV4 on
Network devices.
ii.
Tunneling: - Within IPV4 packet encapsulation of
IPV6 packet for transmission over IPV4 network.
iii.
Translation: - Address translation of gateway device
or translation of code in TCP/IP code of router.
A. Dual-Stack Approach:
It consist of implementation of both IPV4 and IPV6 protocol
stack on the devices that needed access to both network layer
technologies (including router) and end user devices. These
devices would be configured with both IPV6 and IPV4
address and they got those addresses via method defined for
protocol as enabled by administrators. For example, IPV6
address is auto-configured, while IPV4 address is obtain by
DHCPV4.

Figure 1: Dual-stacked Network Perspectives
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With Dual stack approach implementation May changes with
respect to extent of stack that is shared versus to each IP
version what is unique. Using application, transport and Data
Link Layer only network only Network Layer would be
dualized. Other approach requires a separate network interface
for IPV6 Vs IPV4 to span entire stack down to physical layer.
This approach is desirable for benefits of layered protocol
model in case of network servers with multiple applications.
They support only one version in case of network server with
multiple applications.
Dual-Stack deployment
During deployment of Dual stack devices, common network
interface is share that implies operation of both IPV6 and
IPV4 over same physical link. Routers supporting such links
to be dual stacked are required by Dual Stacked devices. This
approach is common during transition. This diagram can be
modify beyond a physical LAN to multi hope network where
routers route IPV4 packet among native IPV4 host and IPV6
packet among IPV6 capable host. These router support IPV4
and IPV6,RFC 4554 which is informational RFC describing a
new approach using VLANs for supporting an overlay
configuration without any need of immediate router upgrades,
while routers would usually be among first IP element to be
upgrade to support both protocols.

be done by upgrading one router to support IPV6. Other dual
stacked devices or IPV6 devices can be configured as member
of VLAN and multiple VLAN.
B. Tunnelling Approaches
To support IPV6 over IPV4 and IPV4 over IPV6 tunnelling,
many type of tunnelling technologies has been developed.
These technologies are classified as automatic or configured.
Automatic tunnels are created and torn down ―on the fly‖
whereas configured tunnel are predefined. Firstly we will be
reviewing some tunnelling basics, after that we will be
discussing these tunnelling types. Tunnelling of IPV6 packets
by an IPV4 network include prefixing each IPV6 packets with
IPV4 headers. Due to this, tunnelled packet route over IPV4
routing infrastructure. Encapsulation is performed by router
and entry node of tunnel. IPV4 address of source in IPV4
header is populated with IPV4 address of node and target
address is that of tunnel endpoint. Protocol field of IPV4
header shows an encapsulated IPV6 packet, it is set to
41(decimal). The tunnel endpoint or exit node perform
decapsulation to strip off IPV4 header and send the packet to
destination by IPV6.

Figure 3: IPv6 over IPv4 Tunnelling

I. Tunnel types
There is different type of scenarios based on defined tunnel
endpoint, while process of tunnelling is identical for all type
of tunnels. Router- to –Router is most common configuration

Figure 2: Dual-stacked VLAN Network
This approach on VLAN tagging to enable layer 2 switch to
broadcast Ethernet frames having IPV6 payload to one or
more IPV6 capable router switch ports can be configures as
―IPV6 VLAN‖ to which its interfaces are connected this can

Figure 4: Router-to-Router Tunnel

In above diagram, Originating IPV6 host on the left side has
an IPV6 address of W. A packet 3 destination for host at very
far end of figure with Z’s IPV6 address is sent to router. IPV6
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packet is received by this router (with IPV6 address of X and
IPV4 address of B). Router encapsulate IPV6 packet with
header of IPV4, configured to tunnel packets target for
network on which Z host resides. Router uses (B) IPV4
address as sender’s IPV4 address and tunnel endpoint router
as destination address. Packet is de-encapsulates by endpoint
router stripping off IPV4 header and move the original IPV6
packet to destination (Z). Other tunnelling scenario’s features
an IPV6/IPV4 host cable of supporting both IPV4 and IPV6
protocol, tunnelling a packet to router that cause deencapsulates the packet and move it by IPV6. The tunnelling
mechanism is identical as in router- to- router case but tunnel
endpoint are alike.

Figure 5: Host-to-Router Tunnelling Configuration

In Figure 6 router to host configuration is identical to router to
router tunnelling originating IPV6 host in figure sends IPV6
packet to its local router which move it to a router closest to
target. Tunnel IPV6 packet is configured over IPV4 to host by
serving router.

Figure 6: Router-to-Host Tunnel Configuration

Final tunnelling configuration is spans end to end from host to
host. If infrastructure of routing has not been upgraded for
supporting IPV6, This tunnelling configuration activates two
IPV6/IPV4 hosts to communicate via tunnel over IPV4
network. In this example communication is IPV4 from end to
end

Figure 7: Host-to-Host Tunnel Configuration

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In [2] Authors investigate a dual stack worm which can spread
over IPV4 - IPV6 Dual Stack Network. Two level scanning
strategies are applied by this worm to find the target in Dual
Stack Network. After simulation Result, they find that worm
spread much faster in IPV4-IPV6 Dual Stack Network than in
pure IPV4.Worm defenses is consider in future internet
construction. In [3] Authors designed and simulated network
by using OPNET Modeler to study different translation
schemes. After simulation Result, they find that network
performance varied across different mechanisms. Result
shows that IPV6 has higher throughput than IPV4 Dual stack
6 to 4, manual tunnel mechanism. In [4] Authors study about
common transition technologies that facilitate co-existence of
both IPV4 & IPV6 address. They use different scenarios for
migrating to IPV6.These scenarios falls within one of 3
transitional technology categories native dual stack tunnelling
and translation. Based on the result of this research paper,
Native Dual Stack Technology should be considered by
companies for their deployment. It can be done on
technologies that allow IPV4 host to communicate with IPV6
host and services are needed. In [5] Authors survey on
importance of IPV6 and reason to deploy IPV6 and they
discuss standards and techniques which are require for
interoperation between two protocol. Dual stack architecture,
Tunnelling mechanism, Translation Device is use for
supporting both protocol. Authors conclude that IPV6 provide
great advantage as compare to IPV4. We must implement
IPV6 for future use. In [6] Authors analysed performance of
Dual stack IPV4 - IPV6 system in university network by using
jitter and delay period. They calculate jitter and delay period
by transferring various files with different size. Result shows
average of Jitter period is around size transfer. Result of this
research shows that Dual stack system is reliable
implementation for migration of IPV4 to IPV6 system. To
increase the performance of IPV6 Connection, in further
research we can use multiple header compression schemes
that have been design overtime to decrease header size. It will
increase performance of IPV6. In [7] Authors analysed a
series of transition mechanism over multiprotocol.
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IV. CONCLUSION:
Based on our interviews and research, native Dual-Stack is the
technology that companies should consider for their
deployment. It keeps both IPv4 and IPv6 running at the same
time. When the network is fully transitioned to IPv6, operators
can stop supporting IPv4. The two protocols must be
supported until native IPv6 is the only protocol in use. The
cost of operation for Dual-Stack is more than single stack for
operators because they have to support both stacks. If it is
difficult for operators to move directly to native IPv6, then
they can go implement transition technologies. According to
our findings, the next best transition technology to deploy in
the network is NAT64. Some of the companies are planning to
run NAT64 in their network and then move to native IPv6
when all the applications and content is available on IPv6. If
the SP’s access network is not IPv6 ready, then they should
plan to deploy 6rd in their network. NAT444 allows
customers to run IPv4 services after the exhaustion of IPv4
addresses. However, this is not a viable long-term solution.
Additionally, the implementation of NAT 444 will require
investment in a NAT logging infrastructure.
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